
Patent product and own trademark from Flyingtextile

T8 has special fiber structure liked springs. When the fabric 
interweaves by billions of tiny springs, it owns below features.

- High stretch without elastane
- Cottony touch comes from its textured fiber shape.
- Better color performance less migration, higher 

saturability and more convenient to print on polyester than 
polyamide.

- Quick dry on single layer fabric because of more micro
space in the fabric to allow the moisture spread

Lasting and high stretch
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Firming and crisp
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High color saturation
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Cozy touch and matte touch
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X = TOUGHNESS x SOFTNESS

Ecocosy®
comes from sustainable plantation

offers natural and cosy touch

T8 Tech®
offers backbone and stretch

helps it wrinkle free and pilling resistace

Eco Stretch Easy care Functions

A miracle combination with

T8-T8-8



With membrane
For windproof，
waterproof and 
water repellent

Single layer
is skin friendly with 

winkle free and quick 
dry functions from yarn



RECYCLED
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SOLUTION
DYE

Hello Color
Bye Pollution
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AW performance 
Effective multiple layering fabric offers full 
range of protection for all weather

AW-1



Waterproof

Breathable

Water repellentAir premeability

Windproof

20,000 mm
JIS 1092

20,000 ~ 40,000 
g/m2/24h

JIS 1099B AW-2



This	odor	control	is	based	on	a	silver	salt	solution	and
inhibits	the	growth	of	odor-causing	bacteria	and	
stops	the	odor	at	the	source	permanently.

Odor	Crunch	 is	a	odor	control	solution	based	on	
modified	silica	particles.	Once	the	odor	molecules	have	
stuck	to	the	modified	silica	particles	in	Odor	Crunch,	 they	
will	be	crunched	and	cracked	to	smaller	odorless	
molecules	and	the	odor	 is	permanently	eliminated.



For more information:www.polygiene.com.

Polygiene ViralOff is a brand for a treatment 
of textiles and other products that reduces 

tested viruses 
by 99% in two hours

Bacteria are ubiquitous, so the 
antimicrobial finishes commonly apply
on clothing to prevent bacteria from 
multiplying and accumulating.
Antiviral finishing, unlike the usual 
antibacterial, must be more efficient to 
let the external virus inactivate, to 
protect us from infection.



There are billions of 
micropores to allow air 

move through freely. It is 
the technology to be real 

air breathing and still 
downproof to keep 

warmth.

Air premeability —
Light weight —
Downproof —
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Bio-degradable Polyamide
Amni Soul Eco®

which – under landfill conditions – facilitates access 
and digestion of waste material by bacteria, thus 
accelerating the biodegradation process. It 
degrades in around 5 year after disposed in 
landfills. (ASTM D 5511)





TRIACETATE is plant-based material made only by 
Mitsubishi Chemical.

As regenerated cellulose filament, Triacetate is the most closed 
to natural silk than any other man-made fiber. That is why is 

has elegant gloss, but still easy care. 




